Tork PeakServe Continuous Hand Towel System

Bring on the crowds

Take on high-traffic restrooms confidently with Tork PeakServe

250%

more towels for
less refilling and
better restroom
flow1

The number one issue bothering your guests? Restrooms.
Our latest research shows that
dirty and overcrowded restrooms
are the biggest problem at hightraffic venues – more than long
lines to get in and traffic to and
from the venue.
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Guests simply don’t want to be
delayed in a restroom, let alone a
dirty one, or miss out on the event.

Compared to Tork Universal refills and folded towel
dispenser 552000
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Based on an IPSOS survey of 3000 people in USA, UK,
Germany, France, Poland and Sweden who have visited
a high traffic venue in the past 9 months
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#1

Dirty and overcrowded
restrooms are
the no.1 issue
for guests at
high-traffic venues

71%

of guests at hightraffic venues have
had a bad restroom
experience

1in3

guests who avoid
going to the
restrooms limit
how much they
eat and drink to
do so

Let’s get you crowd-ready with
Tork PeakServe Continuous Hand Towel
TM

TM

A new standard of high-traffic dispensing for a superior guest experience
Fewer restroom delays get guests in
and out faster
- Avoid run outs with 250% more hand towels1 and lower consumption
thanks to one-at-a-time dispensing
- Faster dispensing serves guests in 3 seconds – quicker than jet air
drying time
- Taking a towel is always smooth and easy with our patented
continuous towel system

More flexibility means more time to clean
- Refill when it suits you with up to 600 more guests served
between servicing*
- Double the towels you can carry as they’re compressed by 50%1
- Cut refill time in half with up to 2100 towels per dispenser*

Compared to Tork Universal refills and folded towel dispenser 552000.
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Our latest innovation explained
Our new hand towels are
compressed to fit twice as many
in less space. The system is
continuous: bundles latch onto each
other when loaded and towels are
connected so they dispense with no
interruption.
The result is a new standard of
smooth, continuous towel flow
and a dispenser that stays slim yet
has higher capacity than any other
product on the market.

Bundles are
compressed
by 50% giving
up to 2100
towels per dispenser*

Continuous bundles
latch together as
bundles are loaded

Available in January 2018. Contact your local Tork representative for more information.

Bundles dispense
without interuption
one towel at a time

